The purpose of this paper is to define the Fourier transform of an arbitrary tempered distribution on a reductive Lie group. To this end we define a topologi--cal vector space, e ( G ) , in terms of the classes of irreducible unitary representations of G , which plays the role of a dual Schwartz space. Our main theorem then asserts that the usual Â£ Fourier transform, when restricted to functions in the Schwartz space, e ( G ) defined by Harish-Chandra, A provides a toooloeical isomorphism from e ( G ) onto e ( G ) .
particular K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Furthermore if P is a parabolic subgroup we have the decomposition where N is nilpotent, Af is reductive, and A is a vector group. Fix a minimal parabolic subgroup of G. A parabolic subgroup P = NAM is said to be standard if it contains ^P. When this is so, a, the Lie algebra of A, is contained in ^a, the Lie algebra of ("A. A subspace of ^a obtained in this way is called a distinguished subspace. Denote the restricted Weyl group of g on by Q. If a and a' are distinguished subspaces of ^a, let Q (a,al) be the set of distinct mappings from a onto a' that can be obtained by restricting transformations in Q to a. Recall that the standard parabolic subgroups P and P' corresponding to a and a' are said to be associated if Q (a,al) is not empty.
Given a standard P, we write Z2(M) for the (possibly empty) set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary square in- Let Cl(G) be the set of equivalence classes of associated standard parabolic subgroups of G. For any (P (-Cl (G), clefine ~y^ ( & ) to be the space of measurable functions with values in L&lf,K), which satisfy the following two conditions :
(1) if PIPr â (P, s E Q (a,al), w â &~(.ll), and A â ia, then (2) the expression is finite. Here d\ is a fixed Haar measure on ia. and P,.,(X) is the l'lancherel density, an analytic function on i d which depends on the measure dA. Harish-Chandra has computed explicitly. Define L~G )
to be the direct sum over all (P Cl(G) of the spaces ~~' ( 6 ) .
Suppose that f is a function in Cp(G). 1:)efine extends to an isometryfrom L2(G) onto ~( 6 ) .
The Schwartz space, Q(G), is a dense subspace of L2(G). I t is a natural problem to characterize the image of Q(G) under the above map. T o do this, we must define a family of seminorms on LYG'). The details of the results announced above appear in the notes cited in the footnote.; I would like to thank my thesis advisor Robert Langlands for his advice and encouragement. This work was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant GP-33893.
